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STATEMENT OF POLICY ON POLITICAL ADVERTISING 

Updated:  4/29/14 
 

In compliance with Federal Communications Commission regulations, WSYT/WNYS has established this 

Statement of Policy on Political Advertising to clarify and define the station’s practices and guidelines. 

However, to the extent permitted by law, WSYT/WNYS reserves the right to modify this policy at any 

time. This policy is provided for general information, and is not intended to be a part of any advertising 

contract. Any advertising contract is governed by law and its own terms. 

 
CANDIDATES FOR FEDERAL OFFICE. WSYT/WNYS affords legally qualified candidates for 

federal elective office access to WSYT/WNYS by permitting the purchase of reasonable amounts of time 

on WSYT/WNYS. WSYT/WNYS makes available for purchase by federal candidates Classes of Time 

and Time Periods available to commercial advertisers, as outlined later in this statement. Federal 

candidates may purchase any length of time that WSYT/WNYS has offered to commercial advertisers 

during the year preceding the relevant pre-election period, as well as any length of time that the station has 

programmed in the year preceding the election. WSYT/WNYS has predetermined limitations on the total 

amount of time federal candidates may purchase or on the time of day in which his/her announcements 

may appear, as defined below. 

 
In determining what constitutes “reasonable” access, the station considers such factors as the amount of 

time the candidate has already purchased and/or used, the total number of candidates in the race who are 

likely to buy time, the overall demand for political advertising on WSYT/WNYS, time proximity to the 

election and the potential programming disruption. 

 
STATE AND LOCAL RACES. It is the policy of WSYT/WNYS to keep its viewers informed of 

opposing candidates’ viewpoints in state and local elections. WSYT/WNYS also sells airtime to legally 

qualified candidates for non-federal public office. However, WSYT/WNYS reserves discretion to limit 

the amount of advertising that it will sell to state and local candidates. WSYT/WNYS may choose not to 

sell time at all for certain state and local races, or to limit the sale time to state and local candidates to 

certain programs or dayparts. 

 
RATES FOR CANDIDATES. During the period 45 days preceding a Presidential caucus, primary or 

primary run-off election, and during the period 60 days preceding a general or special election, the station 

will make available to qualified candidates the lowest unit charge paid by regular advertisers for the same 

time period, the same class of time, and the same length of announcement. Whether a candidate is entitled 

to the lowest unit charge for a particular spot depends on the date the spot airs – not when the order is 

accepted. 

 
Because the prices of spots on WSYT/WNYS are subject to change, the lowest unit charge for a particular 

length of spot, class of spot and time period may also vary during the 45-day and 60-day pre-election 

periods. In the event any legally qualified political candidate is charged in excess of the applicable lowest 

unit charge, whether because of a post-order change in the applicable lowest unit of charge or for any other 

reason, WSYT/WNYS will rebate the excess payment to the candidate, or credit that amount toward a 

further time purchase should the candidate so desire. WSYT/WNYS will routinely conduct self-audits to 

assure adherence.
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At times when the lowest unit of charge is not applicable, the charges for use of WSYT/WNYS by 

legally qualified candidates may not exceed the charges made for comparable use of WSYT/WNYS 

by other advertisers given the same parameters of the buy being made and inventory available. 

 
Lowest unit charges during the pre-election periods apply only to “uses” by legally qualified candidates. A 

“use” is defined as “any broadcast of a candidate’s voice or picture.” Lowest unit charge does not apply to 

third party or independent expenditure advertising, even if the advertisement constitutes a “use,” unless the 

advertisement is authorized by the candidate. The “use” must be sponsored by the candidate (or if not 

sponsored by the candidate, must be authorized by the candidate) to qualify for lowest unit charge. 

 
AGENCY PLACEMENT AND DIRECT PLACEMENT. WSYT/WNYS’s lowest unit charge is based 

on the net to WSYT/WNYS. For example, if WSYT/WNYS’s commissionable lowest unit charge for a 

particular advertisement is $100, and a recognized agency books a spot on behalf of a legally qualified 

candidate who is entitled to the lowest unit charge, WSYT/WNYS will net $85 from the sale of that spot 

($100 less the normal 15% agency commission). WSYT/WNYS’s lowest unit charge for a spot of the same 

class, length and time period will therefore be $85 for candidates who wish to make a “direct” buy.  

WSYT/WNYS may request written agency recognition from candidates. Further, a completed Political 

Inquiry Form must be returned to the Station when schedules are being placed. 

 
TYPES OF ADVERTISING SCHEDULES. The station will make efforts to ensure that the candidate is 

aware of and is able to make any purchase of time available to commercial advertisers, according to the 

schedule the candidate believes would be most advantageous. The station will assist candidates in making 

informed judgments as to their time purchases by alerting them to the full range of options available. The 

following information is provided to clarify the various Spot Lengths and Classes of Time available on 

WSYT/WNYS: 

 
  Length of Announcements. Generally, WSYT/WNYS makes available for purchase air 

time in the following lengths: 120 seconds, 90 seconds, 60 seconds, 30 seconds, 15 
seconds, 10 seconds and 5 seconds. Our rates are based on a 30-second spot. In general, 
the rate for a 120-second spot is approximately four times the 30-second spot rate; the rate 
for a 90-second spot is approximately three times the 30-second spot rate; the rate for a 
60- second spot is approximately double the 30-second spot rate, the rate for a 15-second 
spot is approximately 65% of the 30-second rate, the rate for a 10-second spot is 
approximately 50% of the 30-second spot rate, and the rate for a 5-second spot is 

approximately 30% of the 30-second rate. In general, stand-alone :10s, :15s and :05s are 

immediately pre-emptible without notice. “Piggy-backing” or “book-ending” 

announcements for an individual candidate is permissible, provided the total combined 

length of the spot does not exceed 30-seconds. Programs of varying lengths other than 

those described above will be handled on an individual basis. 

 
  Classes of Time. Generally, WSYT/WNYS makes available the following classes of 

time, as detailed below. The lowest unit rate per class of time will be disclosed on the rate 

card and is subject to change. Regular rate card updates will be issued, and current lowest 

unit charges will be applied at the time an order is cleared.  WSYT/WNYS does not 

permit purchasing between Classes of Time. Below are the Classes of Time generally 

available for purchase on WSYT/WNYS: 

 
  Low-Pre-emptibility: This is the only Class of Time that is most likely – once 

cleared -- to run without preemption for a higher rated advertiser. Program 

changes after schedule placement or technical difficulties may result in a spot 

not airing. In the event “P-2” spots are missed, the station will advise the 

advertiser and make efforts to provide equitable makegoods, but not always in 

the same program or time period. “P-2” schedules average approximately 90- 

100% clearance as ordered.
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  Pre-emptible with Notice: These spots carry the likelihood of being 

preempted in order to run other spots, whether non-pre-emptible or pre-

emptible, for which a higher price is paid. A pre-emptible spot always runs the 

risk of being preempted by a pre-emptible or non-pre-emptible spot for which a 

higher price is paid. Thus, the higher the price paid for the spot, the lower the 

likelihood of preemption. Generally, and depending most predominantly on 

rate, “pre-emptible” schedules average approximately 75%-89% clearance. 
 

 
  Pre-emptible without Notice: These spots are placed primarily as fill. They 

are typically sold in broad rotations (i.e., non-program specific) and are subject 

to immediate preemption without notice and no guarantee of makegoods. 

Generally, and depending on rate, length of spots, frequency requested, and 

weekly programming and station sellout, clearance of Direct Response spots 

average approximately 10%-74%. 

 
  Time Periods. Individual commercial announcements sold in most classes of time can 

be scheduled to run in many different time periods or programs or combinations of time 

periods or programs. Generally, the prices of spots increase during time periods or 

programs of high audience levels or high advertiser demand. Ads restricted to narrower 

rotations or specific programs will generally cost more than announcements scheduled to 

run in broader time periods. For example, spots scheduled to air during a particular hour 

or half-hour (e.g., 5:00 pm – 5:30 pm; 8:00 pm – 9:00pm) generally will cost more than 

those scheduled to run at any time within the entire day part (e.g., 4:00 pm – 6:00 pm; 

8:00 pm – 11:00 pm.) Announcements scheduled to air during a particular program will 
generally cost more than spots scheduled to run at any time during several programs. 

 
The following time periods are subject to specific limitations or restrictions, as defined 

below: 

 
Children’s and Overnight Programming. WSYT/WNYS does not offer 

children’s program areas to political advertisers, nor does it make available for 

purchase its overnight time periods Sunday thru Friday nights. 

 
NFL Football. WSYT/WNYS makes available for purchase a maximum of one :30 spot 

(or equivalent :30) per night in our NFL Football. This is so limited in a best faith effort 

to allow reasonable access to all qualified candidates. In some cases, makegoods due to 

preemption, program changes, or non-availability from inception of the order will 

necessitate “making good” spots in such a manner where more than one :30 

announcement (or equivalent :30) will be scheduled in one game; however, candidates 

will be limited to ordering no more than one :30 (or equivalent :30) per game. 
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  Weekly Rotators. At times, WSYT/WNYS offers to its advertisers “weekly rotators” by 

which advertisers may purchase a certain number of announcements per week, to be aired 

at any time within a particular part of the day during that week. As with individual ads, 

generally, the narrower the rotation, the higher the price of spots within weekly rotators. 

Since the station has discretion to schedule announcements within weekly rotators over 

an entire week (within the specified day parts), spots within weekly rotators generally 

cost less than those purchased to air on fixed date or dates. Spots within weekly rotators 

are sold as Pre-emptible without Notice. 
 

 
  Audience Delivery Guarantees. In some cases, WSYT/WNYS sells advertising to its clients 

with a guarantee that the ratings delivery for the programs or dayparts purchased will meet or 

exceed a pre-designated level. In such instances, where the guaranteed audience level is not 

achieved (i.e., in the event that a schedule under-delivers the agreed upon rating points,) the station 

provides the advertiser with Under Delivery Weight at no-charge to make up the shortfall of rating 

points from a prior quarter. Such UD spots provided to make up a shortfall of rating points from a 

previous schedule are not considered when determining the lowest unit charges of a specific time 

period or rotation, and they are immediately pre-emptible. Legally qualified candidates may 

purchase advertising with this guarantee of ratings delivered. However, candidates are advised 

that in most cases the ratings information necessary to determine whether a guaranteed audience 

level has been achieved will not be available until after the election. Cash refunds will not be 

offered due to 

under delivery of estimated audience. 

 
* Value Added Features. At times, advertisers on WSYT/WNYS on either a paid or “value added” 

basis – will sponsor programming and/or promotional elements in conjunction with purchasing air 

time. These sponsorships include, but are not limited to, sponsorship identification of non- 

broadcast events; on-air sponsorship of station promotional contests, program billboards, et al. 

Sponsorship opportunities are limited and are made available to clients on a case-by-case basis, 

with consideration to flight dates, spending commitment to the station, ability for the client to 

provide giveaway incentives, demographic suitability, et al.  Such promotional and programming 

sponsorships are not offered to political advertisers on a paid or “value added” basis. 

 
Current rate information for all of the lengths, classes of time, packages, and rotators offered by 

WSYT/WNYS is provided to responsible parties who can prove they are the designated 

representative for a legally qualified candidate for office who requests information regarding 

political advertising on WSYT/WNYS. The station will provide its best good faith estimate of the 

lowest unit rates upon any request for information. 

 
Make Goods. It is the policy of WSYT/WNYS to offer all political candidates “make goods,” 

prior to the election, for candidate “use” spots that are preempted if WSYT/WNYS has offered 

time-sensitive make goods for the same class of time to any commercial advertiser within the past 

year. WSYT/WNYS cannot guarantee, however, that time-sensitive make goods can be provided 

in the time period or rotation originally ordered. If inventory constraints make identical scheduling 

impossible, WSYT/WNYS will offer make goods of equivalent value. If these are not acceptable 

to the candidate, WSYT/WNYS will provide credits or refunds for the preempted spots. 

 
Election Day.  WSYT/WNYS will run political advertising on the day of the Election up until 5:00 

PM, provided the schedules and traffic materials are received in advance of logs closing, as 

detailed below. 

 
PREREQUISITES TO BROADCAST. For each political time order, an NAB political broadcast form 

must be at WSYT/WNYS or WSYT/WNYS’s representative’s office at least 72 hours prior to broadcast. 

Copies of the current NAB form are available upon request. WSYT/WNYS may require proof that a 

candidate is legally qualified to run for office, and proof that an agency is authorized to buy time on behalf 
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of a given candidate. Spots must be at WSYT/WNYS at least 24 hours in advance of their first scheduled 

airing, or no later than close of business Thursday for weekend airing. While WSYT/WNYS will make 

reasonable efforts to accommodate late orders and late tapes on a case-by-case basis and pending available 

station personnel, the station generally requires adherence to the following log deadlines: 
 
 
 

 
 Non-Holiday Holiday 
Schedules Air:   Logs Close: Logs Close: 

Monday Thursday 2pm 48 Hours in Advance 

Tuesday Friday 2pm 48 Hours in Advance 

Wednesday Monday 2pm 48 Hours in Advance 

Thursday Tuesday 2pm 48 Hours in Advance 

Friday Wednesday 11am 48 Hours in Advance 

Saturday Wednesday 2pm 48 Hours in Advance 

Sunday Thursday 11am 48 Hours in Advance 

 

Spot Delivery and Format: WSYT/WNYS can receive spots via the following delivery methods:  

Extreme Reach, Hula Media Exchange, On The Spot Media, WSYT/WNYS’s FTP site, You Send 

It, and designated internet links specified on traffic instructions. Additionally, tapes can be received 

in DVCPRO. WSYT/WNYS in HD format. Specs provided upon request. 
 

 
SPONSORSHIP IDENTIFICATION. Under the rules of the Federal Communications Commission and 

the Federal Election Commission, a sponsorship identification announcement must be given revealing who 

paid for or sponsored an announcement or program. Candidates and their committees (or an outside party 

paying for the broadcast) must disclose the true identity of the person or entity by whom or whose behalf 

payment is made. If an outside party is involved, the identification must state whether the announcement 

was authorized by a candidate or his/her committee. A video identification of at least four (4) seconds in 

duration with letters equal to or greater than four (4) percent of the vertical picture height is required. If a 

political announcement does not contain proper sponsorship identification, the station is required to insert 

the required sponsorship identification before allowing the spot to air. Since all advertisements must be 

limited to the amount of time purchased, spots lacking the required identification may be partially 

overdubbed. If WSYT/WNYS is required to perform such production, normal production charges will apply 

and will be billed to the advertiser or to their authorized representative. WSYT/WNYS reserves the right to 

not air non-federal candidates advertising that does not meet its advertising standards for broadcast 

quality and accuracy. 

 
PREPAYMENT AND CREDIT. All political orders, whether direct from the candidate or through a 

recognized advertising agency, are subject to normal WSYT/WNYS credit policies. See WSYT/WNYS 

credit policy under separate cover. Unless credit is extended, advance payments must be made at least 

seven (7) days prior to the first scheduled broadcast of flight. Regardless of these policies, we will do our 

best to meet the reasonable needs of Federal candidates for access immediately before the election. 

 
PRODUCTION FACILITIES. WSYT/WNYS will make its production facilities available to candidates 

and their representatives. All inquiries or requests concerning production time and facilities should be 

made through your sales representative or WSYT/WNYS’s production department. Production rates are 

established on an hourly basis and can be affected by the type and amount of equipment and personnel 

required for a particular job. 

 
POLITICAL FILE. WSYT/WNYS maintains a political file of all requests for broadcast time made by 

or on behalf of candidates for public office, together with materials showing the disposition made by 

WSYT/WNYS of each such request, any changes made if the request was granted, and the lengths, 

classes, and day parts purchased. The political file is available for public inspection during regular 
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business hours at WSYT/WNYS’s main studio. We retain the records in our political file for a period of 

two years. If you have any questions about our political file, please do not hesitate to ask. 

 
COMPETITIVE ACTIVITY REQUESTS. From time to time, WSYT/WNYS receives requests for 
competitive spending and scheduling details. It remains the strict policy of the station to share flight dates 
and approximate spending levels ONLY. Any other information relevant to competitive expenditures or 
scheduling must be directly accessed by a review of our Public File (detailed above) or by viewing our on- 
air broadcasts. 

 

 
LIST OF OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS REQUIRED. WSYT/WNYS requires a committee, 

association, or group that is purchasing political advertising to furnish WSYT/WNYS with a list of its chief 

executive officers, members of its executive committee, or members of its board of directors. Such lists 

must be furnished before WSYT/WNYS will grant a request for time. These lists will be available for 

public inspection at WSYT/WNYS-TV’s main studio during regular business hours. These records will be 

retained for two years. 

 
PLACING ORDERS. The following persons are available to assist candidates with their television 

advertising on WSYT/WNYS: 

 
Don O’Connor, General Manager, doconnor@FoxSyracuse.com  

315.634.5193 Fax: 315.425.6100 

 
Kyrsten Bellen, National Sales Manager, kbellen@FoxSyracuse.com  

315.634.5186 Fax: 315.425.6100 

 

Ed Kampf, General Sales Manager,  ekampf@FoxSyracuse.com 

315.634.5191 Fax: 315.425.6100 
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